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Person Merge  
 
Note: In order to perform a person merge, an assignment to the case or provider is not needed. 

 

Person Merge will incorporate two distinct person merge features. The first feature is the Manual Merge 

process. This process will require the user to identify potential duplicates and merge them together manually. 

The second process, the system will identify potential matches via the Case Maintenance page. Potential 

duplicate people will be identified with a ‘?’ next to the participants name. The user will be directed to the 

merge page with possible potential duplicates identified. 

 

Manual Merge  

 

1. From the desktop, select Actions, Merge/Delete, and then Person Merge. 
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2. The Potential Duplicate Person page will open. Use the Search hyperlink in the Keep Person section to 

identify the person record that is to be retained. (See the Search User Guide on proper techniques for 

searching.)  

 

3. The Keep Person section will pre-fill with the identified person’s (keep person) demographic information. 

The Search hyperlink is still enabled in case the wrong person ID record was selected in error and a new 

person needs to be searched.  

 

4. If no potential duplicates are automatically retrieved in the Potential Removal Person(s) section or if the 

person record is not returned, select the Manual Search hyperlink to search out the person record that is to 

be merged and removed.  
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5. The duplicate person ID record will pre-fill into the Potential Removal Person(s) section. The Remove 

checkbox will become enabled and checked. Make sure the checkbox is checked in order to merge the 

records. The duplicate person’s name will be a hyperlink to the person management record. The Keep 

hyperlink will remove the current Keep Person record and move the Potential Removal Person record up to 

the Keep Person position. (This would be used if it was determined that the Potential Removed Person 

should be the Keep Person).  

 

 
 

6. Click the Save button. A message will appear asking if you would like to merge the records. Click the Yes 

button to merge the records through overnight batch processing. 
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Merge – Maintain Case 

 

1. There is a nightly batch that is run to identify potential duplicate person records in eWiSACWIS. When a 

potential duplicate is identified, eWiSACWIS will display a  on the Maintain Case page within the icon of 

the case participant who was identified as a potential duplicate person. Click the  icon to open the 

Potential Duplicate Person page. 
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2. The Potential Duplicate Person page will display with the selected case participant identified as the Keep 

Person with the associated potential duplicate persons displayed in the Potential Removal Person(s) section 

to quickly proceed with the person merge request. 

 

3. If you decide that the Keep Person is not the correct participant, use the Search hyperlink next to the Keep 

Person name to search out the appropriate participant to keep. 
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4. The case participant will have the potential duplicate person icon display if he or she matches with another 

person in the system on one of the following criteria: 

•  Exact match on social security number. 

•  Exact match on date of birth and last name, and the sounds like matches the first name. 

•  Exact match on last name and first name, and exact match on any two of the three numbers of the 

birthday month, day, and year. 

•  Exact match on one last name to another person’s first name and first name to last, and exact match on 

any two of the three numbers of the birthday month, day, and year. 

 

5. The Remove checkbox to the left of the potential removal person should be checked if this is identified as a 

duplicate to the Keep Person. The Potential Removal Person is a hyperlink. Use the hyperlink to identify 

demographic information for this potential duplicate.  

 

The Keep hyperlink on the same line moves the Potential Removal Person up to the Keep Person section.  

 

The Manual Search hyperlink allows searching the system for other potential matches that have not been 

system identified. 
 

6. When all Potential Removal Persons have been identified, click the Save button. 

 

 
 

7. A message will appear asking if you would like to merge the records. Click the Yes button to merge. 

 

 
 

8. Click the Close button on the ‘Potential Duplicate Person’ page to return to the ‘Maintain Case’ page. 
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Merge – Home Provider 

 

1. There is a nightly batch that is run to identify potential duplicate person records in eWiSACWIS. When a 

potential duplicate is identified, eWiSACWIS will display a question mark icon  on the Home Provider 

page (Members tab) next to the name of the home member who was identified as a potential duplicate 

person. Click the icon to open the Potential Duplicate Person page. 
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2. The Potential Duplicate Person page will display with the selected provider member identified as the Keep 

Person with the associated potential duplicate persons displayed in the Potential Removal Person(s) section 

to quickly proceed with the person merge request. If the Keep Person listed is not the correct participant, use 

the Search hyperlink next to the Keep Person name to search out the appropriate participant to keep. 

 

3. The provider member will have the potential duplicate person icon display if he or she matches with another 

person (Potential Removal Persons) in the system on one of the following criteria: 

•  Exact match on social security number. 

•  Exact match on date of birth and last name, and the sounds like matches the first name. 

•  Exact match on last name and first name, and exact match on any two of the three numbers of the 

birthday month, day, and year. 

•  Exact match on one last name to another person’s first name and first name to last, and exact match on 

any two of the three numbers of the birthday month, day, and year. 

 

4. The Remove checkbox to the left of the potential removal person should be checked if this is identified as a 

duplicate to the Keep Person. The Potential Removal Person name is a hyperlink. Use the hyperlink to 

identify demographic information for this potential duplicate.  

 

The Keep hyperlink on the same line moves the Potential Removal Person up to the Keep Person section.  

 

The Manual Search hyperlink allows searching the system for other potential matches that have not been 

system identified. 

 

5. When all Potential Removal Persons have been identified, click the Save button. 
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6. The following message will appear. Select ‘Yes’ to merge. 

 

 
 

7. Click the Close button on the Potential Duplicate Person page to return to the Home Provider page. 
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Person Merge Delete 

 

1. The person merge process can be stopped prior to overnight batch processing. From the desktop, select 

Actions, Merge/Delete, and then Person Merge Delete.  
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2. The Person Merge Delete page will identify all participants to be subject to the overnight batch Merge 

process and all participants who have had a merge request that failed due to system edits. People can be 

removed from this nightly batch by checking the Delete checkbox next to the appropriate participant line 

and clicking the Save button. 

 

 
 

3. The Date Requested column will identify potential problems with a merge. If the date of the request is older 

than the current date, the merge did not take place due to a potential problem with the Keep or Removed 

person. The potential person merge line will stay in the Person Merge Delete section until the problem is 

corrected to allow the merge to run through the nightly batch processing. 

 

 
 


